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We give an example of a rational space X such that its cone-length, Cl(X), is equal to Cl(XsS)#1, where S is
some rational sphere. In particular, the Lusternik—Schnirelmann category of X, cat(X), is strictly smaller than the
strong Lusternik—Schnirelmann category of X, Cat(X). This is the first example of a rational space with this
property and it contradicts the Lemaire—Sigrist conjecture. ( 1998 Elsevier Sience Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recall that the Lusternik—Schnirelmann category of a space X, cat(X), is the least integer n
such that X can be covered by n#1 open sets, each of them contractible in X. This is an
important homotopy invariant, very difficult, in general, to compute on specific examples [6, 7].
The Lemaire—Sigrist conjecture is concerned with the possibility of computing cat(X) by
looking at a cell decomposition for X. This is a natural idea since if ‰ is obtained from X by
attaching a cell, then cat(‰) cat(X)#1.
In [1], Cornea introduced another related homotopy invariant, the cone length of X,
Cl(X). This is the least integer n for which there are cofibration sequences
&iZ
i
PX
i
PX
i`1
, 0)i(n
where X
0
is contractible and X
n
has the same homotopy type as X. Roughly speaking, this
means that Cl(X) is the least integer n for which the homotopy type of X can be built from
a point in n steps, each time by attaching a cone to the previous space. Cornea proved in [2]
that Cl(X) is equal to the strong Lusternik—Schnirelmann category of X, Cat(X). The
definition of Cat(X) is, up to homotopy, the same as the definition of cat(X) except that we
require the open sets to be contractible in themselves.
Of course, cat(X) Cl(X) and it is proved in [6, 10] that cat(X)*Cl(X)!1. It is
rather surprising that the only known examples of spaces X such that cat(X)"Cl(X)!1
are co-H-spaces (cat"1) which are not suspensions (Cl"2). This situation cannot be
produced rationally because a rational co-H-space always has the homotopy type of
a wedge of rational spheres. This justifies the following conjecture.
CONJECTURE (Lemaire—Sigrist [8, 2.11]). If X is a simply-connected rational space, then
cat(X)"Cl(X).
Historically, this conjecture stated that cat(X)"f (X) where f is the least number of
‘‘stages’’ in a non-necessary minimal Quillen model for X, but it is easily seen that f"Cl.
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In [5], Fe´lix and Thomas proved the first nontrivial case of the conjecture, i.e. when
cat(X)"2. Our goal in this article is to exhibit a rational space X with cat(X)"3 but
Cl(X)"4, thereby contradicting the Lemaire—Sigrist conjecture.
2. MAIN IDEAS
Our first idea, coming from [1], is to construct X with Cl(X)"4 but Cl(XsS)"3
where S is some rational sphere. As every space X is a retract of XsS, we will then have
cat(X)"cat(XsS) Cl(XsS)"3, which is the result we need.
Recall that a positively graded Lie algebra (over Q) is a graded vector spaceL"=L
i
,
i*1, equipped with a ‘‘Lie bracket’’
[ , ] :L?LPL
satisfying for all homogeneous elements a, b and c
[a, b]"!(!1)DaD DbD[b, a]
(!1)DaD DcD[a, [b, c]]#(!1) DcD DbD[c, [a, b]]#(!1)DbD DaD[b, [c, a]]"0
where the symbol D D denotes the degree.
A differential d on a graded Lie algebra is a graded derivation of degree !1 satisfying
d°d"0. A positively graded differential Lie algebra (over Q) is called a d.g.L.
If » is a positively graded vector space, L» denotes the free Lie algebra on ». A mor-
phism which induces an isomorphism in homology is called a quasi-isomorphism. Recall
that for any d.g.L. L, there always exists a quasi-isomorphism
(L», d)PK L
where d is decomposable, that is p°d"0 where p is the projection of L» onto ».
From the work of Quillen [9], we know that homotopy types of simply connected
rational spaces are in 1—1 correspondance with isomorphism classes of free d.g.L.’s with
decomposable differential. Our second idea, very familiar to rational homotopy theorists, is
therefore to use Quillen’s correspondance to translate the problem of finding a rational
space X with Cl(X)"4 and Cl(XsS)"3, into an algebraic problem about free d.g.L.’s.
Let (L…, d@) be a free d.g.L. and suppose that …"…
1
=…
2
=2=…
n
where for all
i)n, d@(…
i
)LL (…(i) . We say that … is equipped with a length n decomposition for d@. An
element of L (…)i ) is said to be of filtration degree )i. It is of filtration degree i if it is of
filtration degree )i without being of filtration degree (i. Let L be a free d.g.L.
Definition. The cone length of L, Cl(L), is the least integer n such that there exists
a quasi-isomorphism
LPK (L…, d@)
where … is equipped with a length n decomposition for d@.
Remark. If … is equipped with a length n decomposition for d@, and if (L…, d@) is
isomorphic to (L…, d), this does not imply that … is also equipped with a length n de-
composition for d. For example, let …"Sw
1
, w
3
, w
6
T with d@(w
1
)"d (w
1
)"0,
d@(w
3
)"d(w
3
)"[w
1
, w
1
], d@(w
6
)"0 and d (w
6
)"2[[w
1
, w
1
], w
3
]. Then … is equipped
with a length 2 decomposition for d@ but only with a length 3 decomposition for d. Moreover
(L…, d@) and (L…, d) are clearly isomorphic because d (w
6
![w
3
, w
3
])"0.
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The free product in the category of Lie algebras, corresponding to the topological
wedge, is denoted ². Quillen’s correspondance associates to a rational sphere S a free d.g.L.
on one generator (Lw, 0). We thus have to construct a free d.g.L. L with Cl(L)"4 but
Cl(L² (Lw, 0))"3 for some generator w.
Our last idea is the following method for constructing such an L. Suppose that
a decomposable cycle a
1
ofL (the subscript denotes the filtration degree) is built such that it
is only the boundary of a (necessarily decomposable) element a
3
. We produce this situation
twice with d (a@
3
)"a@
1
as well. Suppose, moreover, that with the help of the Jacobi identity,
we can construct a decomposable element c
2
such that d (c
2
)"[a
1
, a@
1
]. A generator z
4
of
filtration degree 4 can now be introduced such that d(z
4
)"[a
3
, a@
1
]!c
2
(or equivalently
d(z
4
)"[a
1
, a@
3
]$c
2
). It seems thus reasonable to think that in constructing such anL, we
can only have Cl(L)"4.
Suppose that, in fact, Cl(L)"4 and considerL²(Lw, 0) where the degree of w is equal
to the degree of a@
1
#1. Because a@
1
is already a boundary in L, we can put w"w
2
and
d(w
2
)"a@
1
without changing the homotopy type of L²(Lw, 0).
Now, consider z"z
4
$[a
3
, w
2
] such that d(z)"$[a
1
, w
2
]!c
2
. Then z becomes of
filtration degree 3 and, because L²(Lw, 0) is isomorphic to (L²Lw
2
, d), we have
Cl(L² (Lw, 0))"3.
3. COUNTEREXAMPLE
Let L be the free graded Lie algebra generated by
Sa, a@, b, b@, x, x@, a@@, u, u@, b@@, y, y@, vT
where
a, a@ are of degree 3,
b, b@ are of degree 5,
x, x@, a@@ are of degree 7,
u, u@ are of degree 9,
b@@, y, y@ are of degree 11,
v is of degree 28.
We equip L with the differential d given on generators by
d (a)"d (a@)"d(b)"d (b@)"0
d (x)"[a, a], d (x@)"[a@, a@]
d (a@@)"[a, a@], d (u)"[a, b@], d(u@)"[a@, b], d (b@@)"[b, b@]
d (y)"[a, x]#[b, b], d(y@)"[a@, x@]#[b@, b@]
d (v)"[[a, [b, b]], 4[a@, y@]#[x@, x@]]!c
where c is an element of L5(a, b, a@, b@, a@@, u, u@, b@@) such that
d (c)"4[[a, [b, b]], [a@, [b@, b@]]].
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A repeted use of the Jacobi identity shows that [[a, [b, b]], [a@, [b@, b@]]] is a linear
combination of the monomials
[[b@, b@], [[b, b], [a, a@]]], [[b@, b@], [a, [b, [a@, b]]]], [a@, [[b, b], [b@, [a, b@]]]]
and [a@, [a, [b@[b, [b, b@]]]]]. In particular, c exists and d is indeed a differential. Moreover,
the decomposition
Sa, a@, b, b@T=Sx, x@, a@@, u, u@, b@@T=Sy, y@T=SvT
is a length 4 decomposition for d and hence c is of filtration degree 2.
We now prove that (L, d) is the counterexample we look for.
THEOREM. ‚et (L, d) be the d.g.‚. defined above. „hen cat(L, d)"3 while Cl(L, d)"4.
Proof. We remarked in Section 2 that the following Proposition 1 implies that cat
(L, d) 3. Once we will have proved that Cl(L, d)"4, the result of Cornea [1] will imply
that cat(L, d)"3.
PROPOSITION 1. „here exists a generator w such that Cl((L, d)²(Lw, 0)) 3.
Proof. Let w be of degree 14. We equip L²Lw with a new differential dM given on
generators by
dM (w)"4[a, [b, b]]
dM (v)"[w, [a@, [b@, b@]]]!c
dM "d for the other generators.
It is clear that dM is indeed a differential.
Now, we construct h : (L, d)²(Lw, 0)P(L²Lw, dM ) by putting
h (w)"w#4[a, y]#[x, x]
h(v)"v#1
4
[w, 4[a@, y@]#[x@, x@]]
h"Id for the other generators.
An easy computation shows that h extends to a morphism of free d.g.L.’s and that h is an
isomorphism. In particular, Cl((L, d)²(Lw, 0))"Cl(L²Lw, dM ).
But we have Cl(L²Lw, dM ) 3. Indeed,
Sa, a@, b, b@T= Sx, x@, a@@, u, u@, b@@, wT=Sy, y@, vT
is a length 3 decomposition for dM . h
To show that our counterexample is valid, we now have to prove the second statement
of our Theorem.
PROPOSITION 2. Cl(L, d)"4.
Proof. We will prove three lemmas where only the first one applies specifically to our
counterexample. We will then use these results to prove Proposition 2.
Put (L, d)"(L(»=SvT), d). Then » is equipped with a length 3 decomposition for
d where »
1
"Sa, a@, b, b@T and »
2
"Sx, x@, a@@, u, u@, b@@T. The first step of the proof is to show
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that it is impossible, even up to isomorphism, that d (v)3L(»
1
=»
2
). Although this result
does not imply that Cl(L, d)"4, it is obviously necessary.
LEMMA 1. For any length 3 decomposition of » for d, there is no decomposable element
) such that d (v!))3»
1
=»
2
.
Proof. We will first show that if ) exists, then its coordinate in [[a, y], [a@, y@]] is
different from !4. We will then work in a well-chosen quotient of (L, d) to show that the
coordinate of ) in [y@, [a@, [a, y]]] is non-zero, and then to deduce a contradiction.
If v
1
, 2, vk are generators of », we denote [v1, 2, vk] the vector space of length
k brackets containing the generators v
1
, 2 , vk (in particular, each generator appears
exactly once). Consider a basis of [a, y, a@, y@] containing [[a, y], [a@, y@]]. Then if ) exists,
we can suppose that its coordinate in [[a, y], [a@, y@]] is different from !4. Indeed, we have
d())"4[[a, [b, b]], [a@, y@]]#b
where b3L(»
1
=»
2
). Suppose that
)"!4[[a, y], [a@, y@]]#)@
where the coordinate of )@ in [[a, y], [a@, y@]] is 0.
Put )@@")@#[[x, x], [a@, y@]]# [[a, y], [x@, x@]]. Then we have
d ()@@)"4[[a@, [b@, b@]], [a, y]]#b@
where b@3L(»
1
=»
2
) too. But our example being ‘‘symmetrical’’, showing the non-existence
of ) is exactly the same problem as showing the non-existence of )@@, whose coordinate in
[[a, y], [a@, y@]] is 0, hence different from $4.
Write )")
1
#)
2
#)
3
where )
1
3[a, y, a@, y@], )
2
3[a@@, b, b, y@]=[u@, a, b, y@], and
d()
3
) contains no monomial lying in [a, b, b, a@, y@].
A short computation shows that a basis of [a, y, a@, y@] is given by the elements
[[a, y], [a@, y@]], [y@, [a@, [a, y]]]
[[a, a@], [y, y@]], [[a, y@], [a@, y]], [y@, [y, [a, a@]]], [y, [a@, [a, y@]]].
Let n and m be the coordinates of )
1
in [[a, y], [a@, y@]] and [y@, [a@, [a, y]]], respective-
ly, and consider the quotient (LM , d1 ) of (L, d) by the (differential) ideal generated by
S[a@, b], u@, [a, a@], a@@, [a, x@], [a, b@], [a, y@], [a, a], [a@, a@], [a@, b@], [b@, b@]T.
Another short computation shows that in this quotient
dM (n[[a, y], [a@, y@]]#m[y@, [a@, [a, y]]]#)1
3
)"dM ()1 )"4[[a, [b, b]], [a@, y@]]#bM .
The element [[a, [b, b]], [a@, y@]] does not belong to the ideal generated by [a@, b], [a, a@]
and [a, y@]. Indeed, if it were the case, then [[a, [b, b]], [a@, y@]] should belong, in the
associated universal envelopping algebra, to the ideal generated by a@b, ba@, aa@, a@a, ay@ and
y@a. Hence, ab2y@a@ should belong to the same ideal, which is not the case. We deduce that
[[a, [b, b]], [a@, y@]] is non-zero.
In particular, because nO!4 and the coordinate of dM ()1
3
) in [[a, [b, b]], [a@, y@]] is
zero, m must be non-zero. We have, moreover, the equality
d1 ([y@, [a@, [a, y]]])"[[a@, x@], [a@, [a, y]]]![y@, [a@, [a, [b, b]]]].
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The element [[a@, x@], [a@, [a, y]]] does not belong to the ideal generated by [a, a@],
[a@, a@] and [a, x@]. Indeed, if it were the case, then [[a@, x@], [a@, [a, y]]] should belong, in the
associated universal envelopping algebra, to the ideal generated by aa@, a@a, a@2, ax@ and x@a.
Hence, a@x@a@ya should belong to the same ideal, which is not the case. We deduce that
[[a@, x@], [a@, [a, y]]] is non-zero.
But the coordinate of d1 ([[a, y], [a@, y@]]) in [[a@, x@], [a@, [a, y]]] is clearly 0. The coordi-
nate of d1 ()1
3
) in [[a@, x@], [a@, [a, y]]] is 0 too. Indeed, if it is not the case, the only possibility
is that )
3
has a non-zero component in [x@, x@, a, y]=[a@@, x@, a@, y], but dM (xN @)"aN @@"0,
which proves that this is impossible. This shows that the coordinate of b1 in
[[a@, x@], [a@, [a, y]]] must be non-zero. But this is impossible since b3L (»
1
=»
2
) and y can
never belong to »
1
=»
2
in any length 3 decomposition of », otherwise d (y) should belong,
up to isomorphism, to a free Lie algebra generated by cycles, which is clearly not the
case. h
The second step of the proof is to show that certain automorphisms preserve length
decomposition. Let (L…, d@) be a free d.g.L. such that there exists a length n decomposition
…"…
1
=2=…
n
for d@ where each …
i
is of finite dimension.
LEMMA 2. ‚et h :…PK … be an automorphism such that for all i, 1)i)n, h (…
i
)L…)i .
„hen …"h (…
1
)=2= h (…
n
) is also a length n decomposition of … for d@.
Proof. For all i, 1)i)n, h (…)i)L…)i and hence, for dimensional reasons,
h(…)i)"…)i . Moreover, h(…)i)"h (…1)=2=h(…i ) because h is an automorphism.
The hypothesis implies that d@h (…
i
)L…)i~1 and hence that d@h(…i)Lh (…1)=2=
h(…
i~1
) which is the result we need. h
Recall that our goal is to show that there exists no quasi-isomorphism between (L, d)
and a free d.g.L. (L…, d@), where …"…
1
=…
2
=…
3
is a length 3 decomposition for d@. The
next step of the proof is to show that such a free d.g.L. has, up to quasi-isomorphism,
a useful property.
If (LZ, d) is a free d.g.L., we denote dl :ZPZ the linear part of d, that is the map p°dDZ
where dD
Z
is the restriction of d to Z and p the projection LZPZ.
LEMMA 3. ‚et (L…, d@) be a free d.g.‚. where …"…
1
=…
2
=…
3
is a length 3 decompo-
sition for d@. „hen there exists a quasi-isomorphism
(L…, d@)PK (LZ, d )
with a length 3 decomposition Z"Z
1
=Z
2
=Z
3
for d such that Z
2
LKer dl and Im dlLZ1 .
Proof. Choose a decomposition …
2
"(Ker d@lW…2)=S. Then d@l (S)L…1 . Choose two
decompositions …
1
"d@l(S)=…M 1 and …2"…M 2=S, put …3"…M 3 and…M "…M 1=…M 2=…M 3 .
Consider the quotient (L…M , dM ) of (L…, d@) by the (differential) ideal generated by S and
d@(S). Then the quotient map is a quasi-isomorphism and we have identified in this quotient
only the elements of d@l (S) with decomposable elements of the same filtration degree. In
particular, …M "…M
1
=…M
2
=…M
3
is a length 3 decomposition for d1 . Moreover, we have now
that …M
2
LKer dM l .
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Choose a decomposition Im d1 l"(Im d1 lW…M 1)=„. Then „L…M 1=…M 2 but no element
of „ belongs to …M
1
. According to Lemma 2, we can therefore assume that our decomposi-
tion is chosen so that „L…M
2
, and this does not change the fact that …M
2
LKer dM l .
Because „ is a sub-vector space of Im d1 l , there exists a sub-vector space ” of …M 3 such
that dM l(”)"„. Put …M 1"Z1, choose two decompositions …M 2"Z2=„ and
…M
3
"Z
3
=”, and put Z"Z
1
=Z
2
=Z
3
.
Consider the quotient (LZ, d) of (L…M , dM ) by the ideal generated by ” and d1 (”). Then the
quotient map is a quasi-isomorphism and we have identified in this quotient only the
elements of „ with decomposable elements of lowest filtration degree. In particular,
Z"Z
1
=Z
2
=Z
3
is a length 3 decomposition for d. It is, moreover, clear that (LZ, d)
satisfies the other conditions of Lemma 3. h
We are now ready to prove Proposition 2. Put (L, d)"(L (»=SvT), d) and suppose that
a quasi-isomorphism
(L(»=SvT), d)PK (L…, d@)
exists where … is equipped with a length 3 decomposition for d@. Lemma 3 shows that there
exists a quasi-isomorphism
t : (L (»=SvT), d)PK (LZ, d)
where Z"Z
1
=Z
2
=Z
3
is a length 3 decomposition for d satisfying the following property.
Let I
1
"Im dl and K3"Ker dlWZ3 , then Z1"I1=S1 and Z3"K3=S3 .
Consider the quotient of (LZ, d) by the ideal generated by S
3
and d(S
3
). We obtain
a quasi-isomorphism
p : (LZ, d)PK (L (S
1
=Z
2
=K
3
), dM )
such that h"p°t : (L (»=SvT), d)P
K (L (S
1
=Z
2
=K
3
) , dM ) is an isomorphism since it is
a quasi-isomorphism between free d.g.L.’s with decomposable differentials. Of course,
S
1
=Z
2
=K
3
need not be a length 3 decomposition for dM . Let hl be the linear part of h, that
is the morphism of free Lie algebras induced by the linear map »=SvTPS
1
=Z
2
=K
3
induced by the restriction of h to »=SvT. Let dM
2
be the quadratic part of dM , that is the
differential on L (S
1
=Z
2
=K
3
) whose image of a generator x is the component of dM (x) lying
in L2(S
1
=Z
2
=K
3
).
We have the following two properties.
(1) dM (hl (v))3L(S1=Z2).
Indeed, dM (hl (v))"dM pltl(v)"dM (ptl (v)!p (i1)) where i1 is the component of tl (v) in I1.
But dM p (i
1
)"0 since d (i
1
)"0, and hence dM (hl (v))"pdtl(v). Moreover, we have that
dtl (v)3L(Z1=Z2) since d (Z)LL (Z1=Z2), and p (Z1=Z2)LL(S1=Z2).
(2) S
1
=Z
2
=K
3
is a length 3 decomposition for dM
2
.
Indeed, d
2
is a differential on L(I
1
=S
1
=Z
2
=K
3
) and hence (I
1
=S
1
)=Z
2
=K
3
is
a length 3 decomposition for d
2
. But, as it is easily seen, (L(S
1
=Z
2
=K
3
) , d
2
) is just the
quotient of (L (I
1
=S
1
=Z
2
=K
3
), d
2
) by the ideal generated by I
1
.
Since h is an isomorphism, there exists a3L» such that h (v!a)"hl (v). Then
hd(v!a)"dM (hl(v))3L(S1=Z2) from property (1).
We know that a is a decomposable element of L(») of degree 28. Because » is generated
by odd degree elements, every monomial of a must be of even word length. For degree
reasons, no monomial of a can be of word-length 2. Let ) be the part of a of word length 4.
Then d (v!)) is the part of shortest word-length of d(v!a). Because hd(v!a) lies in
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L(S
1
=Z
2
), hld (v!)), which is the part of shortest word length of hd(v!a), must also lie in
L(S
1
=Z
2
).
But hl induces an isomorphism
(L», d
2
)²(Lv, 0)PK (L(S
1
=Z
2
=K
3
), Md
2
) .
As we know from Lemma 1, d(v!)) never lies in L(»
1
=»
2
) in any length 3 decomposi-
tion of » for d i.e. at least one summand of d(v!)) contains a factor from Sy, y@T. This
implies that for some element v
3
in Sy, y@T, hl(v3)3S1=Z2 . But property (2) clearly implies
that h~1l (S1)LSa, a@, b, b@, vT and h~1l (ZM 2)LSa, a@, b, b@, v, x, x@, a@@, u, u@, b@@T. This leads to
a contradiction because hl is an isomorphism. h
Remark. (1) We know from [1] that the L.—S. category of a free differential Lie algebra,
cat (L, d), is the least cone-length of the Lie algebras (L, d)²(L…, 0). This least number
might be obtained only when dim …"R. Indeed, this is the case when (L, d) is an infinite
product of copies of our example (with a change of degrees if we want the algebra to be still
of finite type).
(2) Our example can be seen as a Lie algebra over Z. It is easy to show that its
enveloping algebra can be realized as an Adams—Hilton model of a finite-dimensional
CW-complex ‰. What we have proved is that the invariants cat and Cl are different for the
rationalization of ‰. It would be interesting to know if the same conclusion holds for
‰ itself.
(3) It has been recently proved in [3] that the L.—S. category is additive for the product
of rational spaces. We can easily show that Cl does not have this property. Indeed, let E be
a rational space whose Quillen model is our example. Then cat(E)"3 and Cl(E)"4. Thus,
cat(E]E)"6 and by [1], Cl(E]E) 7.
Acknowledgements—My interest in finding such a counterexample is not new but without the previous work of
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